Subclassification of vestibular disorders by means of statistical analysis in caloric labyrinth testing.
In the past, various attempts were made to perform a quantitative analysis of nystagmographic findings but their diagnostic value was limited. Therefore, the authors present a multivariate analysis of nystagmus findings with the aim of increasing the precision of diagnostic differentiation in cases of vestibular dysfunction. A group of 387 patients and 40 healthy volunteers were examined over a 14-month period using electronystagmography after stimulation by bithermal, bilateral irrigation of the labyrinth. Amplitude, slow-phase velocity, frequency and directional preponderance were evaluated. No defined normal values for caloric nystagmus parameters could be obtained. However, by using the Mann Whitney U-test and logistic regression analysis a differentiation between pathological and healthy findings as well as between central and peripheral vestibular disorders and even between distinct vestibular disease entities is possible. Using these methods, the nystagmus amplitude was found to be the strongest discriminating parameter. Therefore, sole assessment of nystagmographic findings by selective calculation of the nystagmus slow-phase velocity falls short of the potential offered by electronystagmographic registration. For daily clinical routine, counting nystagmus beats leads to the same diagnostic precision as the analysis of slow-phase velocities. In contrast, multivariate analysis of several nystagmus parameters can distinguish between distinct diseases with fairly high precision. This stepwise analysis of nystagmographic data could create the basis for an expert-system tool in the near future.